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OM Wisdom Center for Enlightenment  
presents a 

FREE SEMINAR 
 

Life Without Limits! 
Breaking Free of Past Hurts and Fears 

 

OM Wisdom Center for Enlightenment offers you a free 2-hour eye-opening 

seminar. We’ll introduce you to universal spiritual practices to break the patterns that 

cause hurt, unhappiness, anger and other painful emotions.   

Lecture, discussion, Q&A, and powerful meditation. Our meditations are not 
like other meditations out there.   

You will learn: 
 How to break free of painful thoughts, feelings and emotions & end your suffering   

 How to be free from past hurts and from worrying about the future 

 How to heal relationships and enrich them    

 How to be a stress-free caregiver  

 How to quiet the mind for balance and clarity 

 How to expand and transform your perceptions about your health and body  

 

Location:  135 Beverly Rd., Chester, NY 

 

Monday March 30  6:00-9:00pm 

Tuesday April 7 6:00-9:00pm 

Tuesday April 28 6:00-9:00pm 

Call toll-free to reserve your set now  

(855) 800-2726 

Space is limited!  
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Real happiness. Real inner peace.  Real love.   

This is the New Consciousness! 

 

Everyone wants to be happy, loved and at peace. Imagine what it would be like to wake up 

and be happy for no reason at all!   

But only a select few will ever TAKE ACTION to journey into the new higher state of 

consciousness they need to have that blissful experience. 

Having all the money and material things in life are nice but they don’t make you rich.  They 

don’t give you true love, happiness or inner peace.  That’s why some wealthy people are still 

unhappy and depressed. 

Being free from suffering – THAT makes you rich!   

We know about suffering.  We’ve been through enough of it ourselves.  Now we are free of 

inner conflict.  We know that if it can happen for us, it can happen for you too!  

Enlightenment is awakening to a new higher state of consciousness. This is freedom, the 

ultimate lifestyle.  Enrich your life by awakening into this new consciousness - it can never be 

taken from you.  

Experience: 

 wealth consciousness 

 successful consciousness 

 peace consciousness 

 happy consciousness and 

 loving consciousness 

These all are your true Self.  They enable you to wake up and be happy and at peace for no 

reason at all - no matter what life throws at you! 

The choice is yours 

Choose to a peaceful life now! 
Choose to be happy now! 

Choose to take action now! 
 

 


